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FOREWORD 

Evan E. Hughes 
Manager, Renewable Fuels 

Electric Power Research Institute 
P. 0. Box 10412, Palo Alto, California 94303 

The first EPRI workshop on hot dry rock (HDR) geothermal energy was held in 
January 1993, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, just as the U.S. Geological Survey 
(VSGS) and the US. Department of Energy (DOE) were starting work on the 
congressionally-mandated study of the prospects for HDR geothermal, especially 
in the eastern United States. This present meeting, the second EPRI workshop on 
HDR, took place after the USGS/DOE study was completed and after the 
completion of the long-term flow test conducted at Fenton Hill, New Mexico, 
which is the site of the U.S. HDR program, conducted for DOE by the Los 
Alamos National Laboratory. 

This s m n d  EPRI workshop on HDR, held in May 1994, focused on the status of 
worldwide HDR research and development and used that status review as the 
starting point for discussions of what could and should be done next: by U.S. 
federal government, by U.S. industry, by U.S. state governments, and by 
international organizations or through international agreements. For the most 
part, the actions discussed would be done in and for the United States as projects 
jointly sponsored by the US. federal government and U.S. industry, with states 
supplying mordination and initial help in evaluation, planning and site selection. 

This second EPRI workshop on hot dry rock geothermal power was hosted by 
Southern California Edison Company (SCE) at their attractive and functional 
Customer Technology Applications Center in Irwindale, California. I want to 
take this opportunity to thank Mike Merlo the research director at SCE, for the 
hospitality provided by SCE and also for the personal interest he showed by 
coming to make opening remarks to the attendees. His remarks helped to set the 
context for the later discussion of appropriate actions. He explained how SCE 
and its ratepayers had played a major role in the deployment of renewable 
power generation in the US. (especially hot water geothermal) via power 
purchase contracts, and he explained how in the emerging competitive 
arrangements for power generation in the U.S. the utilities, such as SCE, who 
have sponsored such deployment will no longer be able to do so in the same 
way, Mr. Merlo instead called for continued efforts to develop and deploy 
renewable power technologies, such as HDR geothermal, but with a broader, 
probably nation-wide, source of financial support, beyond any one company's 
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O n  January 14,1993, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) sponsored a 
workshop entitled "Hot Dry Rock Geothermal Energy for U.S. Electric Utilities." 
The workshop was hosted by the Philadelphia Electric Company (now PECO 
Energy) and was held in their headquarters office in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
A set of papers from the workshop has been printed by EPRI and is available 
from Evan Hughes of EPRI at (415) 855-2179 (FAX number (415) 855-2954). 

EPRI sponsored the first workshop in order to bring an electric utility perspective 
into a study of HDR geothermal energy that was just starting at about the time of 
the workshop. That study had been mandated by the Energy Policy Act of 1992, 
in a section introduced by and sponsored by Congressman Peter Kostmayer of 
Pennsylvania. Mr. Kostmayer was the opening speaker at the workshop. His 
legislation called for a focus on the prospects for HDR geothermal energy in the 
eastern United States. EPRI's consultant who organized the workshop, Dr. Paul 
Kruger of Stanford, California, had arranged to have the one-day EPa workshop 
be the fist  day of a two-day sequence, with the second day being a workshop 
arranged by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in their role as coordinator of the 
study called for in Congressman Kostmayer's legislation. The USGS was to 
conduct the study in association with the US. Department of Energy (DOE). 
PECO Energy also hosted the USGS/DOE workshop on the second day. Drs. 
John Sass and Marianne Guffanti of the USGS organized the program for the 

p emphasized (1) the status of HDR technology development 
in the U.S. and in other countries, (2) the assessment of HDR resource prospects 
in the eastern U.S., and (3) business aspects of organizing projects that could 
bring these technologies and resources into use, either for thermal applications or 
for electric power generation. Speakers from the Los Alamos National 
Laboratory told of the cumulative results of the program they have conducted for 
DOE since the mid 1970's, with emphasis on reservoir assessment, flow testing 
and prospects for a second HDR site beyond the current US. site at Fenton Hill, 
New Mexico). After presentations on HDR results from the United Kingdom, 
Western Europe and Japan, the workshop continued with presentations on the 
US. resource base (by USGS) and economic/commercialization prospects -- 



prospects both for electric utilities and for other energy or power businesses. The 
past and the potential fiiture role of the U.S. government was presented by Dr. 
John E. (Ted) Mock of DOE. The utility presentations included perspectives from 
the first U.S. utility to use geothermal energy (Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
of San Francisco, California), the major federal agency planning and distributing 
electric power near the volcanic and hydrothermal regions of the Pacific 
Northwest (Ebnneville Power Administration) and an eastern U.S. electric utility 
that has taken a leadership position in explaining how geothermal heat pumps 
can serve electric utility customers (East Kentucky Power Cooperative). 
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REVIEW OF WORLD-WID MINING PROJECTS 

Paul Kruger 
ivil Engineering De 
Stanford University 

:. Stanford, CA 19305 

I Heat Mining 

R geothermal h g projects may be defined as th 
investigations designed to provide engineering data on the extraction of useful energy 
from thermal deposits of competent hot dry rock. Several such projects have been 
completed or are in progress in several countries. The experiments are based on design 
studies to create the reservoir, tests to determine its characteristics, flow tests to estimate 
the extent of the stimulated flow-accessible reservoir volume and available heat content, 
and evaluation to predict an optimum extraction strategy. This review describes five 
completed heat extraction -flow tests in four countries with HDR development progr 
and notes several other projects that are in vari 

HDR geothermal energy deposits may be distinguished from hydrothermal systems 
in that an artificial circulation system must be created to make up for the lack of natural 
heat-carrier fluid. The energy that can be extracted is limited to the available heat content 
of the stimulated reservoir. In contrast, the energy extracted from a hydrothermal system 
is limited to the energy content carried by the produced fluid. 

P on. 

e difference in energy recovery characteristics between hydrothermal (steam and 
d petrothermat (HDR) systems are shown in Table 1 (adapted from Ramey, 

Kruger, and Raghavan, 1973). The comparison shows that for high-t 
dominated resources, a large fluid (steam) extraction fraction (80% 
thermal energy extraction fraction (6%) due to essentially isothermal 
without heat transfer from the reservoir rock. In contrast, the larger fluid extraction from 
a liquid-dominated reservoir is accompanied by a greater thermal energy extraction 
fraction due to in-reservoir boiling by heat transfer from the rock upon pressure reduction 
in the reservoir. The equivalent data for a HDR reservoir of similar properties was 



Table 1 
Energy Recovery from Geothermal Reservoir 

Steam* - HDR" 
Rock Fluid Pock Fluid 

Res. Mass (109 kg) 450 0.663 450 0.0 
Abandonment Content - 0.134 -- 0.0 

Production (10' kg) 
as Steam - 0.429 
as Water - 0.0 

57.4 0.0 

-- go+ - 100 

* adapted from Ramey, Kruger, and Raghavan (1973) based on a ervoir of 280°C 
initial temperature, 10% porosity, 2x108 m3 volume, 1900 kJkg production enthalpy, and 
abandonment pressure of 0.8 MPa (1 70°C). 

calculated from Kruger (1993) for same reservoir con 
sity and total production mass to produce 100 MWth 

heat content produced before cooldown to the abandonment temperature. The fraction 
produced as a function of production flowrate was shown in Kruger (1 993). Compared 
to an optimum flowrate (one which balances the need for large output (power level) and 
large thermal extraction (thermal effciency), a larger flowrate results in faster temperature 
decline and a lower flowrate results in decreased current income. 

HDR Circulation 

A general 
HDR resources) was reported in the Geothermal Hot Line (CA Resources Agency, 1991). 
A more detaifed description of the international programs in HDR technology development 
was given by Duchane (1991). These two reports listed some 11 project sites in 6 
countries. Five of the projects have resulted in completed circulation tests; others are 
underway or under study. This review focuses on the heat extraction aspects of these 
programs. 
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Completed Circulation Tests 

arizes the data accumulated for the.5 completed HDR circulation 
tests in 4 countries with HDR programs. The data show a rather large spread in 
engineering design, reservoir characteristics, and test duration. In each case, studies 
have been made to examine the thermal behavior of the test, involving estimates of 
reservoir volume, thermal properties, and thermodynamic conditions. Current studies are 
underway to evaluate the heat extraction efficiency, based on estimated heat content of 
the reservoir and heat extracted during the test. These aspe 
five tests. 

test in a HDR geothermal re 
more than 3 years at the Rosemanowes Quarry in Cornwall, England; from 1985 to 1988.' 
Details of the test were given by Parker (1989a,b). An important aspect of the test was 
the continuous operation at sustained mean flowrate and measurement of downhole 
temperature. With detailed 'seismic mapping and tracer testing, it has been possible to 
estimate the reservoir heat content and heat extracted. Nicol and Robinson (1990) 
estimated the reservoir volume from seismic data as 5 million m3. Kruger (1 990) obtained 
a match of the observed temperature decline over the 3-year production period based on 
parameters of 3.25~10~ m3 reservoir volume and 50 m mean fracture spacing for heat 

properties of the rnonzogranitic formation, the estimated available heat content was about 
0.42 PJ. Although continuous downhole temperature measurement was attempted, the 

days of circulation -and further thermal data were not available. 
of temperature data show a smooth rise towards the initial reservoir 
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Table 2 
Completed Circulation Tests 

Rosemanowes 
I , K Sweden 

5-88 1989 

Duration (d 1200 
Depth to Reservoir (km) 2.0 

3.5 
i Number of Wells 3 

6 3  Reservoir Volume (10 m ) 

Reservoir Temperature (C) I 

mean initial 

! 

I 

I 

horizons in the stimulated reservoir. A description of the test was given by Yamaguchi, 
et al (1992). An analysis of the thermal drawdown was reported by Kruger and 
Yamaguchi (1993). Several abrupt changes in flowrate due to multiple test objectives 
were made during the 9O-day test. In spite of these perturbations, sufficient temperature 
data were collected at each well to allow a reasonable evaluation of the heat content and 
heat extraction. From matching of observed downhole temperature cooldown in the 
individual wells, modeled as zonal sectors with proportional fractions of the constant 
injection flowrate, it was possible to estimate the overall heat extracted from the reservoir. 

nton Hill, USA, 

The long-term flow te at Fenton Hill 
attempt to operate a HDR resource under near-cornmercial conditions, deep enough for 
high-temperature recovery, and long enough to estimate economic parameters. Details 
of the LTFT have been reported by Brown (1993) and analysis of the heat extracted were 
given by Kruger and Robinson (1 994). Although the test was beset by pump failures after 
the initial 4-month period of operation, the test continued with three additional production 
periods over the 14-month test period. The automatic acquisition of test data during the 
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whole test period provided a large data base of flowrate and surface injection and 
production temperatures for the heat extracted. A numerical calculation of the heat 
extracted was made for each of the six production segments of the test. The resulting 
fraction produbd for the test extrapolated to the abandonment temperature yielded an 
estimated lifetime that agreed well with the pre-test estimates given by Robinson and 

rch Institute of 
the Electric Power Industry in conjunction with the several electric power companies in 
Japan. A preliminary circulation test was run in Oct-Nov 1993 for 20 days to evaluate the 
reservoir. A description of the was reported by Kitano, Hori, and Motojima (1993). The 
results are under study and will be used to design a 6-month circulation test scheduled 
for 1994, on the way to a long-term power test in 1995. 

I 

front-runner of the sites under study by the European Community as a scientific prototype 
for designing a commercial HDR system. The basic criteria for the European HDR 
demonstration'plant, given by Baria, et al (1992), are a rock temperature of 175 "C, 
maximum thermal drawdown of 1 % per year, a a flowrate of 15 Vs (up to 30 Vs) 

ange area of the reservoir. rilling is underway to increase the 
from about 2.0-2.2 km, re the rock temperature is about 

150°C to a depth of about 3.5 km to thedesign temperature of 175°C An ec0nomic 

calculates production temperature with time as functions of total fracture heat exchange 
I 
I analysis by Smolka and Kappelmeyer (1991) is based on a heat extraction model which 
1 
! 

(Yarnaguchi, @t al, 1993) in preparation for creating a deeper reservoir and conducting 
g in 1095. Analysis of the potential for heat content and 

is under study for conducting a circulation test between 
the two wells for a period of 6 months in 1994 (Kiano, et al, 1993) in anticipation of a 
new project by CRIEPI and the electric power companies for constructing a 100 kW pilot 
plant in 1995. 

! 

! 
! 

i 

I 

1 

I 
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Soultz, France 
Hijiori, Japan Deeper Reservoir; Longer Test 
Ogachi, Japan 

European Comm. Scientific Prototyp 

100 kW Demo; CRfEPi + Utilities 

The Timiauz HDR project near Mt. Elbrus in Russia was designed as a commercial 
hot-water supply for extending the mining season of ,the sponsoring mining company. 

.The first hydrofracturing test at the site was carried out in February, 1991. Details of the 
experiment were translated by Kruger (1092). The project is currently in abe 
pending political resolution of negotiations with the local autonomous republic. 

A HDR project was initiated in St. Petersburg, Russi uni 
supply in 1993 (Y. Dyadkin, private communication, 1993) to augment the 
It is reported that the first exploratory drilling commenced in 1994. 

An important step r HDR technology.development in the United States is the 
initiation of a second U.S. Site suitable for demonstrating the economic viability of HDR 
geothermal resources for electric power generation. A second site most likely would be 
in the more resource rich western States, but a demonstration of HDR utilization as a 
national energy resource could also be carried out in the more populated eastern States 
as the technology improves. In addition to the economic development of HDR technology 
at a second site, it is important to continue the technlcal development of maximizing 
thermal extraction efficiency with further experimentation at the Fenton Hill site including 
the measurement of the beneft-cost ratio 

. .  
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temperatwe HDR reservoir hits yct been established in Eump, however. 



I Extensive fiow testing ofthe Fenton HDR reservoir during 1992-1993 markedly advanced 
the state ofthc technology. The most representative flow-test data were obtained during 
~ W O  txturdtd sttady-mk production peri 
the lag-- flow ttst (LTFT) Phase 1 and 

gcachofthtstptriods. 

I arameters D 
i 

Phase One Two 

Measured Performance Perioc 

Production Condfions , 
Flow Rate, Vs 
Backpressure, MPa 

mperature, 'C 
Water Loss 

Rate, Vs 
Percent 

-- 

July 21-29 
1992 

Apn'l 12-15 
1993 

Noh: A small amount of injected wafer returned fo the surface 
arougb a leak in the injection wellbore. 
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Tracer tests showed that 
the water appcarcd to 
production wellbores us 

recoverabk. 

produced during routine op&!%&n of thc Fenton Hit1 HDR mervoir was more than six 
re wa.. sienlficant net en Droductioa culcul;llions indicated that thc thumal energy 

"lie circulating fluid was 
ltvtls rapidly s t a b W  in 
waw). At a pH ICVGI of 5- 
oux corrosion problems. 
, and this was practically 

dangerous component of 
mmy geothumal fluids wa! typically found ut concentrations of less that 1 ppm, well 
below the level at which it would present any opcmtional hawrb. 

ing norms! flow omrat ions, Under 

injection pumps midway throu 
be fun&memliy unre1;lrtd to 8 is application), maintenance of thc sudace plant waq 

the testing program (for misons subsequently shown to ' I 



d i n e d  to routine p r u d u m  and minor casual events such a. sticky vdvts and the likc. 
An inspdon of the injection wcllborc casing after completion of the test indicated no 
&ifhnt  corrosion or rcaling in spite of the fact thiit the casing hac now been in place for 
nearly ten years. This and olhcr plant and quipmtnt ins 'om further dcmonsvated thc 
bcniga nature of the geothermnl fluid produced from the K? nton Hill liDR resenroir. 



Benign fluid c W m y ,  z1 minimum of mai ofscalingand . ' 

cornsion, and biqhly automated and d i a b  
cal 

induslrisll conditions. 

was considerably less than B year, it was not possiblc to adequately assess the useful 
thermal lifetime of the Fenton Hilt HDR reservoir. Nonetheless, all the txpctimcntal 
indicaror~ were po!sstivc. No signs of shon-circuiting or idequate  hcating of the 
cMating fluid were detected. and no decline in thc production temperature was observed. 
h fat$ the tracer data mdicated increasing fluid access to hot rock With time. implying a 
longer reservoir lifctimc than might bc expezted from straightforward calculations bascd o 
fixtd fluid flowpathc In addition. cxptrimCntal results showed tha it should be uossiblt 

aroutine mmncr 
provide ample evidcnce that HDR sy 

Because the flow t d n g  period lasted little r n o ~  than a year and fbe total circulation time I 

I 
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commercialization of HDR technology. Thc o a t  step in the implcmmration of HDK 
technology is to build upon the recent favorable exptriUrcc at b u m  Hill by constructing a 
facility to produce ilnd market energy from HDR in commercial quantities. Government 
financhl participation is essential to reduce the high risk inhmnt in bringing thio new ~ 

energy technology to marltet, but to the extent p.;u"e the plant should be built and run by 
meet all the opcriiing objectives needed to compete in May's 

-Led M)W Tcchnology I 

1992, the US DOE published 

mentation Program 

of Program Interest so 
from the @vatt sector with regard to the development of an industry-led, joint 
indushy/govemment project to develop a facility to produce and market energy from HDR 
resources. A total of 41 responses wen meived fiom private industry, educational 
in..timtiohq, and state agencies. Abut 25-30 tespndcnts appeared to be intcrcstcd in 
participating in the proposed pnqpm. On the basis of thc rrxont tostv results and the 
intenst e q d  by private mdustry, the DOE is planning to issue a requcst for proposal 
(RFP) to begin the implcmenution rrtage of the 'oint industry/govemment HDR ro'ect Tu 
support this cffort, M HDR budget of $4.1 mi d ion has bccn propofied for FY &!!. In 
contrast, the HDR budget for FY 1994 is $1.25 million. ian cunouni hvfficient to keep the 
Fcnm Hill test site on a stand-by SWUS, conduct some extremely low-cost remvoir 
testing, support data interpretation wd analysis by a vcry small .wff, und do som work 
toward transfer of the technology-but not enough io c ~ v r y  out the flow 
in prmvidiry imp om^ data for (he industry effort. 

It is expected that tbc RFP wiil be wriiltn anda 
tbat it will be timndly issued in the late summcr or early fall of 1994. At present, in 
addition to the usuaf Federal requiremcntv wd procedures, M following broad stipulations 
have been informally applied to thc structure of the RFP; 

CDOE will contn 'bute a 50% co st 

within the next few monlhr and 

'fhe RFP will be jointly pn a d  by thc DOE Geothermal Tcchndogy Division, The 
A l b u q u ~ ~ ~ ~  A ~ O f f i c e o  P rhc~~andthcLns~osHDR0ZTIceworkingwiththw;e 
broad yidclints. 11 will be fordly issued by the Albuqucrquc: Office. Suhject co tht: 
above!constratn ts, evuy effort will be made to put together a practical RFP that will 
provide a strong incentive for the private m o r  to nndertake the jmject whik taking into 
account tht broader public sector interests. 

It is cxpccted thi-tl lhe industry-led HDR project will ad 
associated with HDR including capital construction cost far HDR systems, reservoir 
them1 productivity and lifetime, and pcrhaps geo10gic;ll and copaphid adaptability of 
the technology. One goal will be to dcsign and mmhuct the B acility as a produdon plant 
rathcr than a research facilicy in order io obtain the actual expuience base needed to back up 
the numemus papcr economic studies of capital camwtion costs of HDR systems. It is 
essential that the completed lant encrpte sufficient menuc to pay for owring COSL~ and, 
hopefully, relum llzl quit& P f  e pro it to it$ operator, This will assure that the plant will 
continue fo opeme over the long term, thereby inherently providing the long-term mervoir 
thwmal data m important to making HDR Q d i b l e  mnmercid source of energy. In ordcr 
to assm that competitive operattionill costs can be achicvcd, it wiI be essenri3 ta apply rhe 

mnaining ica 



must up-lu-date tcchnictll understanding of HDR reservoir enghcring in order to design 
the memoir for maximum sustainable productiviLy. 

1Ae industry-led project may be im lemented either tit the current Fenton Hill HDR site or 

highquality rc.scrvoir, a l d y  exist at Fcnton Hill, ik is wr awactive candidate for a power 
pdocing and marketing facility. At p e n t ,  however, thc HDR system there cannot 
produce energy ut a rate high enough to mnkc a marketing effort practical. Enlargcmcnt of 
rhe productivt capacity by drilling another production well would bc a necessary 
any powerpcl lan and energy marketing plan at Fenton Hill. In the final &:L 
selection o the site for the industry-kd projca will be detennined by a combination of 
factors including mource. enviranmental, transmission, and cuqtomer amsiderations. 

at a new location. Because a signi P rcant HDR infrastructure, including wellbores and a 

Prospects for the hturc of HDR Technology 

Wit issuance in the latter half of 1994 of the RFP for an indu 

for the commercialization of HDR technology before thc turn of the centu 
pneliminary site and permittin work, it should be possible to cuny out dri ling and 
mservoir development in 199 d conduct flow testing and oonslfuct rt surrkc plmt in 1997, 
and bring the jointly financed plmt on-line in 1998. As that plant o p k s  and prove. Lhat 
HDR technology canbe commcrcidly feasible. Lhe prospects for thc dcvclopment of 
additional HDR facilities will 

energy for direct usc in low-grade rcsiour%t locations and water purifdon in c o n j u d o n  
with energy pmduction, will become increasing1 a 

surface plants will increase tht competitive position of the tcohnolo k c  the technology 

energy market. 

-led HDR project to 
produce and market power and initiation of the project in FY v 1 95, the course will bc sct 

the economic and Social ben C F O  its of other npplications of HLIK, such production of thermal 

improvements in the technical understanding of t;D9pM. reservoirs and in the design of HDR 
umturw in the 21st century, it will command a significant .share of if! cncrgy worldwide 

7' *[Icr 

w. Once P number of HDR sites have been devclopcd. 

t Atthesametime, 
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ew Energy and Indus 

Sunshine 60, Higashi-Ikebukuro 3-1-1, Toshima, Tokyo, 170 Japan - -  
_ -  

Introduction 
Japan has two HDR test sites, Hijiori and Ogachi. Hijiori is an old spa in Yamagata 

prefecture. The New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEW) has been 
conducting the Hijiori project by the nationill budget since 1985. Ogachi is also an old spa in Akita 
prefecture. The Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry (CFUEPI) is the conductor of the 
Ogachi project, and electric power companies support the cost. -1 will stat  a several-month 
circulation test in June 1994. 

Organizations relating to the Hijiori 
Three organizations shown in plans the 

energy policy of Japan. The New Sunshine Project is the general term of the research projects to 
develop renewable energy or to increase the energy efficiency. 'Ihese pmjects are controlled by the 
Geothermal Section of NSPPH. However, the number of staffs of NSPPH is not enough to manage the 
projects. Thus, NED0 practically p h s  and manages the projects by the national budget. The 
Geothermal Energy Technology Department of NEDO managesfour research programs shown in 
Table 2. The G e o t h d  Energy Section of NlRE makes advice for the Hijiori project. S e v d  
members of the section participated in the Fenton Hdl HDR project while Japan collabomted with it. 

NEDO makes the plan of the Hijiori project with NIRE. Afterwilrds, NEW proposes it to 
NSPPH, and NSPPH changes it by thc encrgy policy and the limit of the budgct. Following to the 
plan, NED0 contracts with four organizations shown in Table 3. e end of the financial year, 
NED0 presents on e Hijiori project to NSPPH. 



threemonth circulation test between an injection well and three production wells was carried out. The 
thermal energy generated by the circulation was estimated as 9 MW. 

In the second phase since 1992, the 2200-mdeep reservoir was created under the 1800-m- 
deep reservoir. The distance of wells at the 1800-m-deep reservoir was about 40 m. At the 22oO-m- 
deep reservoir, it will be longer than 100 m. 1 think that a circulation test at a constant flow rate 
should be continued b u t  two years. 

1986 
1987 541 The HDR-1 was drilled 1,8@ m dccp. 
1988 

1989 

101 

710 

969 

The 1800-m-deep reservoir was stimulated by water injection into (he SKG-2. 

Flow test of the 1800-m-deep rcstrvoir was run between the SKG-2 and (he 
HDR-1. Afterwards, the HDR-1 was deepened to 2305m. 
The HDR-2 was drilled 1,910 m deep. Aftuwpnls, the one-month circulation ( a t  
was M1 between two production wells. 

rable 7 Rase 2 of the Hijiori mojcct 
M2 

1994 600 1 The HDR-2 will be deepcned b about 2,300 m. 
1995 400 1 A p r t l i  circufatmn will be canicd out 
1996 400 1 The bng-tam (two ycars 1) circulation tcst will 
1997 400 ? The bng-tmn circulation test will be started. 

The resource of the HDR in Japan is huge. However, the electricity cost generated from the 
'HDR energy is estimated larger than the twice of that of petroleum, gas or nuclear power plant. The 
Hijiori project will be prolonged until 2000. It means that il HDR power plant will not be realized in 
this century. I think the following me necessiuy to realize 8 HDR power plant early in the next 
century. First, the cost of drilling and hydraulic stimulation should be reduced. Second, the worth of 
HDR resource should be increased by direct use of hot water produced at the plant. Finally, the 
electricity cost should be calculated including the cost to reduce the air 
down the power plant. 

lution and that to 



vated heat flow. bulk of the electric 
power generated from+ geo 
produced from this geothe 
Hot Dry Rock (HDR) resource within the Geysers/Clearlake geothermal 

is the extremely high heat 

hydrothermal source, 

the heat being supplied almost completely by conduction from 

1 



underlying magmatic heat sources. They state that the case for 
dominantly conductive heat transport in. the Clear Lake region is 
better than virtually any other region of young magmatism that they 
know of. However, evidence for small, fault-controlled hydrothermal 
systems in the past and present can be found. Most importantly, the 
results of their thermal modeling support previous assessments of 
the excellent HDR potential of the Clear Lake region. 

From the above, one can conclude that if there were an open, fractured 
region at depth near Clearlake, then there would also be a convective 
system - i.e., a hydrothermal reservoir. , .the existing 
evidence does not support this. the rock at depth 
will be "tight" and appropriate servoir. However, on 
the off chance that an open, fractured instead found, then 
it could be developed as proposed by our Japanese colleagues in their 
Hot Wet Rock system: an initially marginal hydrothermal system 
which is augmented g HDR reservoir-stimulation te 

Proposed HDR Site at Clearlake. CA * 

Figure 1 shows the Clearlake area. Th proposed for drilling 
and initial HDR reservoir characterizati he vicinity of 
the existing drilling pad for the Audre well, drilled 
by Phillips in the early 1970's. This specific site is one of the best 
characterized locations in the Clearlake area. 

The mean depth for an HDR reservoir ar Clearlake 
will be determined by both the rock mass conditions at depth, and the 
desired surface production temperature and flow rate. For example, a 
surface production temperature of 590°F (310°C) at a flow rate of 
500 gpm per. production well would imply a mean reservoir rock 
temperature of about 610°F (320OC) -- the same as that encountered 
at the Fenton Hili, NM HDR Test Facility at a depth of 15,290 ft (5.66 
km). For the Audrey A-1 well, the measured temperature gradient at 

100°C/km in greywacke, as shown in Figure 2 (See also Ref. 

th of the HDR Reservoir 

. 2  



A very important point regarding reservoir depth and associated 



The first production well would be drilled in a manner very similar to 
ction well, but in .two stages. Prio additional hydraulic 

tion to extend the HDR reservoir to 
of drilling would take this well to a dept 

fractured reservoir region which would provid 
flexibility, based on the obse 

would be pressurized to enh 
joint intersections. 

After drilling and completing 
production interval would 

wellbore fracture intersections if p 

During the pause in drilling of the first production well as discussed 
above, the HDR reservoir would be extended to its ultim 

of about 12 million gallons. 

The second production well would be drilled in one contin 
operation. 
proceed as discussed under the drill 

Otherwise, the drilling and stimulation of this well would 



ervoir Flow Testing 
ith the drilling rig still over t 

dditional stimulation or remedial drilling operations 
-hole HDR system would be flow tested for a period 

to determine optimum reservoir operating conditions. 

ond production well to ‘provide 
req uired , the 

about months 
During this 

ng, tracer analyses, logging and other appropriate techniques 
Id be used to errogate the reservoir region. 

I 

References: 
1. Burns, Kerry and R otter, HDR Technology Transfer Activities 

’ in the Clear Lake Area, California, Proc. Geothermal Program Review 
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The r maVM i ne r a1 W 

Laboratory report LA-1 251 0-HDR, 1993. 

thermal System, California: Implications for 
ment, Los Alamos National Laboratory LA-HDR 

Clearlake Hot Dry 

3. Stimac, J. A., F. Goff and IC H. Wohletz, Thermal Modeling of the Clear 
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Figure 1. The Clearlake area. The proposed location for an HDR test site 
is at or near the site of the Audrey well. 
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geothermal technology - heat mining - has the potential to play a major role as an 
energy supply techno1 1st century. The non-linear, multi-paramet 
nntimimtinn nrnhlcm niiclv rclcrrtinu well denth- recervnit stru 

. numDer ana spacmg ox rracnuesi, geoxua HOW rate ana reanmig management 
optimize performance at minimal cost are somewhat unique to heat mining 

systems. Figure 1 shows the tradeoffs between drilling/ resemir development and 
power plants costs that yield an optimal drilling depth (0; initial rock temperature) for a 
specified HDR resource defined by its average geothermal gradient, ambient heat 
rejection conditions, and reservoir flow impedance. Effectively, one is trading off lower 

’ 
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where AB E AH-TJS over the intervat from T to To, T, = lowest h 
temperature, and AH and ds represent the change in specific enthalpy and entropy of 
pure water from T to T', respectively. The magnitude of P(t)/<A > is a measure of 
reservoir quality in terms of its productivity. Thermal drawdown rates scale directly with 
&@)/<A >, while electtic power production potential varies with q,(T)bB(T). As m(f) is 
increased for a fued reservoir s h e  (<A >), T decreases faster and, since both and 
m(7" decrease rapidly as' T declines, the overall productivity of the reservoir decreases 
and the resource is over-utilized as shown qualitatively in Figure 2. As &(t) is decreased 
below its optimal value, the temperature drawdown rate is reduced, but so is the 
productivity P( t ) /u i  > in direct proportion to the decline in &. This condition 
corresponds to an under-utilization of the reservoir as shown in Figure 2. 

A generalized multi-parameter economic model was developed for optimiziig the design 
and performance of geothermal heat mining systems. In this study, the following 
parameters were designated as manipulated variables to be optimized 

+ DdZiqgIkpth Given a geothermal gradient, optimal drilling depth is 

. 

determined by b@an'cing increased drilling costs (with depth) with the increased 
effectiveness in electric power production due t 

+ NiabsrofFnac~mzs With 1 separation and 
number of fractures is the parameter that determines the reservoir volume. 
Larger reservoir volumesresult in lower tempe 
penalized by higher capital costs. 

+ Ge@idmowrrrte. Largergeofluid 
generation while accelerating temperature 

Simulations were run using a range of average ge 
lWC/km. Other parameters defining the base case are given in Table 1. The 
calculated breakeven electricity price as a function of geothermal gradient is shown in 
Figure 3. For mid- to high-grade resources (>lrPC/i~n), the HDR breakeven electricity ' 

price is 6-lOe/kW&. This assumes current drilling costs, power plant co 
and modest exploration and site development costs. 

temperatures. 

. 
drawdown rates, but are 

from 20 to 

of breakeven electricity price 
ented in Figure 4 for the base case at a geothermal gradient 

of WC/km. Note the valley on the levelized electricity price surface from low geofluid 
flow rate and small number of fractures to high geofluid flow rate and large number of 
fractures. The valley is m o w  at the low geofluid rate and small number of fracture 
end, and widens at the other end. From the figure it can be also seen that in a fairly 
large region the breakeven price surface is quite flat. The total temperature drawdown 
over the 20-year plant life is about 17.6%, that is fT(t=Oyr)-T(r~20yr)]/[T(t =Uyr)-T,) = 
0.176, where T(t) is the outlet fluid temperature at time t and T,.is the ambient heat 
rejection temperature. 



ties of the three manipulatedvariabl 
average geothermal gradient bdow 4 

balancing drilling and completion costs with geofl 
er, above 40"C/km, the drilling depth is always on the up 

fluid temperature. In addition, for 
ed reservoir geometry, the higher the geothermal gradient 

he reservoirs in higher geothermal gradient areas and 
geothermal gradient areas. Because of this reservoir size 

ermal gradient resource. Furthermore, the average 
e well pair over the plant life of 20 years decreases 
thermal gradient because of the small 

ated with the 

is, the greater the temperature drop will be through the reservoir. That is why there is a 
clear trend 
larger size 
differential, the optimal geofiuid flow rate for a low geothermal gradient resource will be 

-grade reservoir) to eve the base case level of reservoir 
the model, a 5 to 10 fold redudon of flow impedance f'rom 
with acceptable water losses. Clearly, more fundamental 

needed before HDR reservoirs can be constructed in an 
optimal fashion. There are no insurmountable technical barriers, but more knowledge of 
how to create large Eracture systems in low permeability rocks is reqbired before low ' 

edance system of sufficiently high productivity can be routinely engineered 
lication here fs that more ffort, and funds should be invested in field ' 

monstrations of heat minin approach will build *the engineering knowledge 
ase, technical know-how, and human resources required to develop heat mining I 

commercially. One can think of the goal of demonstrating HDR reservoir productivity 
on a commercial scale as the first crucial step in the evolution of universal heat mining. 

ercial development of our ~ 

to high-grade HDR resource as an alternative to fossil or'fissile-fired electricity 
universal heat mining, the ubip'tousiy distributed low- 

become economically accessile. This will require 
in Figure 3, low gradient resources result in 
primarily by the high drilling cost 

component. Even given the inherent speculative nature of these econonii 
t become universal u1 

' formation costs occurs to signifi 
at the discovery of new methods o 

es in produwty per well pair, it 
mining concepts that a * 

desired result. Such a 
we 

functionality that has been observed historically for essentialiy all 
drillhg experience and, although offset to higher costs, for U.S. geothermal drilling 
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experience as well. Figure 6 shows some of these data. The base case/today's 
technology line represents average conditions for HDR-type well drilling using 
conventional rotary drilling technology. The problemburdened and advanced 
conventional technology lines form the envelope of drilling costsxsed in our sensitivity 
analysis that essentially captures the range of all HDR well cost data and predictions, 
again for rotary drilling technology. Joint Association Survey (JAS) (1978-1991) data are 
plotted for oil and gas wells average costs 

Figure 6 also sh a line for what we have called "linear drilling", 
ts for wells deeper than about 4 km no longer follow exponential JAS behavior - 
er costs become linear in depth at this point. We believe that such behavior is 

possible as a lower boundary on drilling costs when advanced technologies, such flame- 
jet thermal spallation or water-jet cavitation drilling methods, are employed in a fully 
integrated drilling system. However, for the moment it's not important what the specific 
enabling technology is - only that it exists. Again we recognize we are speculating - but 
let's see what happens to predicted heat mining development costs. In Figure 7, the 
total U.S. resour= is divided into 5 classes or grades, each corresponding to an average 
gradient between 80 and WC/km. This amounts to a total supply of about 42,,000 GW, 
from heat mining for a 20 year period. For reference the current US. generating 
capacity is about 500 GW,. The bar graph in Figure 7 compares the breakeven 
electricity price for each HDR grade using today's drilling costs to what would be 
possiile with linear drilling technology. For the high grade classes (60-8ooc/km) the 
effect of this advanced drilling technology, while significant, is not as striking as for the 
lower HDR grades (20-3ooc/km) where such technology' leads 
of heat mining in current energy markets. 

The following references provide more information on our modeling efforts: 

Tester, J.W. and HJ. Hemg, Economic Predictions for Hear M W :  A Review and 
A@& of Hot Dg  Rock (HDR) Geothennal Energy Technology, Massachus 
of Technology Energy Laboratory report Mi"'-33-901 (1990). 

Tester, J.W. and HJ. Wemg,."The Economics of Heat 
Options and Performance Requirements of Hot Dry Rock 
Systems," Enetgv System and Poky, 15, pp. 33-63 (1991). 

Tester, J., H. Herzog, Z. 
Geothermal Energy from Heat Mining", submitt 

Herzog, H., J. Tes ZChen, and M. Frank,A 
Model for OpthHqg the Design and Performance of Hot Dty Rock (HDR) GeothennaZ 
Energy Systems, Massachusetts Institute of Technology Ene 

11 as for specific ultra deep wells. 

the economic feasibility 

Geothermal Power 

oratory report 
994). 
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Abstract 

ered since 1981 by the California 
The mission-of the Program ,is to promote the Energy-Commission6 

arch, development, demonstration, and c o m e  ialization of 
California's.enormous earth energy heat sources 
thirteen years, the Commission-throughsthis program has funded 
over 150 geothermal projects that span the full length of 
,'California and cover many aspects of planning-for, developing, 
and mitigating e.impacts of geothermal resources use. The 
Commission and re than'60 public-entities have co-invested 

California geothermal projects.. The program has 
evolved from an-emphasis on planning and mitigation projects in 
its early years, r to evelopment of lower-temperature resources, 

e hot dry rock investigation well underway 

In the past 

ork has focused on thermometry.and 
heat flow, geologic structure, geohydrology, seismicity, 
geochermal regimes, anu surface water hydrology. Final technical 
eports and an Executive Summary are anticipated by June 30, 1994. 



THE GEOTHERMAL GRANT AND LOAN PROGRAM 

The Geothermal Grant and Loan Program is an important part of the 
state's support of alternative energy development. 

The Geothermal Grant and Loan Program was cr by Assembly 
Bill 1905 (Bosco, Chapter 139, Statutes of 1 The Commission 
has administered this program since 1981 to promote geothermal 
development. As required in Assembly Bill 1905, the program 
extended grants and technical assistance to local governmental 
jurisdictions for planning the uses of geothermal resources, 
developing local resources, and mitigating the impacts of their 
uses . 
Later legislation (Senate Bill 2102, Dills, Chapter 1066, 
Statutes of 1984) gave the Commission authority to provide loans 
as well as grants to local governmental jurisdictions. 
legislation (Senate Bills 2200, Nielsen, Chapter 644, Statutes of 
1990); and 634 Rogers, Chapter 520, Statutes of 991 further 
expanded the program mandates by allowing fina 
private entities and creating a continuous solicitation for 
projects in lieu of an annual funding cycle. 

The mission of the Geothermal Program is to p 
development, demonstration, and commercialization of California's 
enormous earth energy heat sources. In the Geothermal Program, 
we support development of geothermal resources while protecting 
the environment and promoting energy-independence. This is 
accomplished by providing financial and technical 
gathering and disseminating geothermal information 
supporting geothermal policy develo 

The Geothermal Program and more-than 60 public ent 
invested $36.7 million in C a l i  ia geothermal 

The Geothermal Program's role is as a facilitat 
for transferring cost-effective, energy efficient geothermal 
technologies to the marketplace. The Program is committed to 
increasing the prudent uses of geothermal e rgy through more 
effective industry/government partnerships. Technology trans 
activities and public/private partnerships e critical to 
promote commercialization of demonstrated geothermal 
technologies. The hot dry rock technology is a case 

In thirtee Pro 
funded over 150 geothermal projects that span the full length of 
California. Program-funded projects annually produce over an 
estimated-140 billion Btu of geothermal energy. And, many of the 
direct-use projects we have funded continue to expand so that 
annual energy savings will likely increase. 

Other 

a1 assistanc 

2 



eothermal Program emphasize tnitigation 
projects in its early years. - As lopment of -geoth 
powerplants slowed in the mid-l980s, program emphasis shifted to 
the exploration 'and *development of low-and moderate-temperature 
resources. 
creating res nt, and commercialization 
partnerships during the last five years, the 
Commission h 
dry rock and magma energy research and developmen 

In recent years, the Program has shifted its focus to 

e than $2.5 million'to support hot 

Grant and Loan 
the United States Bureau of Land 

Management for federal geothermal leases in California. The 
Geothermal Program's enabling legislation established the 
Geothermal Resources and Development Account in state government 
into which California's share of the lease revenues is deposited. 

these funds is returned 
counties in which the geothermal leases are located; 30 

percent is used for environmental and conservation programs 
directed by the state legislature; and 30 percent comes to the 
Commission to distribute statewide as grants 
geothermal projects. In a typical budget year 

percent of'California's share o 

d loans for 

islature. The 

state budget is f ina14zed. 

Over the Geothermal-Prog 
awarded $27 million for 



Geothermal research and development are es sen t ia l  t o  the fu ture  
i fo rn ia ' s  geothermal industry .  

California.toward greater energy security. Geothermal 
some of the s te's geotherm 

research and development should focus on promoting the 
identification and accessability of geothermal energy resources 
such as hot dry rock. California must now develop geothermal 
technologies that have longer-term benefits such as using 
previously unusable sources of geothermal energy. Geothermal 
Program-supported research and development projects such as hot 
dry rock may greatly expand the availability of geothermal energy 
to generate electricity in California. 
funds for technologies like hot dry rock can be leveraged by 
creating cooperative geothermal res efforts involving 
'ndustry, academia, and government. 

and technology t rans fer  partnerships w i t h  p r i va te  a 
e n t i t i e s  . 
The Commis n recognizes liquid geothermal resources as an 
"opportunity technology" that merits development su 
technical assistance and loan programs, co-funding 
partnerships, technology transfer, ,cooperative agre 
direct research and development participation. . 

Research and development 

e Geothermal 

THE CLEAR LAKE AREA HOT DRY ROCK INITIATIVE 

The Clear Lake area hot dry rock evaluation is a very important 
s t e p  forward i n  commercialization,of t h i s  technology. 

We are very excited about the HDR research and evaluation in 
California. 
support evaluation of HDR in the Clear Lake area in northern 
California. California has extensive hot dry rock resources, the 
industrial capacity to develop HDR, and need for environmentally 
clean resources such as HDR. 
Department of Energy, the Commission has initiated a very 
important research and development project to use HDR in the 
Clearlake area of northern California. The Geothermal Grant and 
Loan Program undertook co-funding of the work of Los Alamos 
National Laboratory staff through the City of Clearlake-to 
develop a HDR project in the Clear Lake area. 
represent the scientific effort to 
developed at the Los Alamos National Laborator 
Fenton Hill, New Mexico to California. 

The Commission has provided more than $300,000 to 

In cooperation with the federal 

The funds 
transfer the HDR technology 

Technical advances from the Clear Lake initiative may result in 
tools for drilling in deeper and hotter environments which could 
also benefit the domestic oil and gas industries. Further, 
advances in subsurface measurements and monitoring are likely to 
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i provide insights into the long-term behavior of geothermal.. 
reservoirs which could help extend the longevity of the declining 
steam reserves at The Geysers. 

The hot  dry rock inve  
I 

1 
I 

i 

resource. 

I 

i 

I 

ratifying the geothermal potential. 
scientific topics for further study. Given these findings, the 

The study- suggested, selected 

this is only preliminary because of the "draft" nature of these 
reports. The following information on t h e  s i x  technical reports 
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is taken from the draft Executive Summary, authored by Kerry 
Burns. 

I. Thermometry and heat f l o w  

The purpose of the Phase I study was to better define the magma 
chamber heat source and locate where wells should be sited. The 
geophysical data (gravity, magnetics, and electrical) and 
temperature data provided inconsistencies with previous work. 
The Phase I1 effort intended to resolve these problems,, which 
when resolved will have a positive effect on understanding the 

ose of this wo luate temperature 
gradients from several deep exploration wells. 
Lake area is likely much hotter and more extensive than 
previously thought. Therefore, potential HDR sites may be more 
widespread than previously thought. 
technical report on thermometry and heat flow may receive the 
most revision, but the basic conclusions are ch . 
11 

The standard techniques for predicting subsurface 1 g y  are 
not likely applicable to the Franciscanmelange complex which is 
the target rock structure for'a HDR reservoir in the Clear Lake 

"The Franc can is subdivided int0.a number of terrains 
e are more chaotic' than others...The least difficult is 

the Eastern terrane, which...is 'coherent,, which means it has 
some semblances of structural continuity" (Kerry Burns, draft 
Executive Summary). Structural continuity may result in the 
applicability of some mapping techniques; and drilling costs (for 
lithological purposes) that may be less than expected in a 
Franciscan "melange" environment. 

III. Geohydrology 

This task attempted to use geochemical data to understand 
subsurface fluid flow. 
are related by the same process, called a 'thermal/meteoric- 
connate mixing trend', which is inflow of meteoric water int 
permeable zones of the Franciscan, heating the water by contact 
with the hot rocks at depth..." (Kerry Burns, draft Executive 
Summary). 
to no avail to explore for another Geysers dry steam resource in 
the Clear Lake area. 
trends are not due to a single reservoir as.previous models 
suggested. 

The Geysers-Clear 

This particular draft 

"The results show that most of the waters 

I Considerable dollars were spent in the 1970s and 1980s 

The Phase I1 results suggests that mixing 

seismici 

Part of ,the seis h e - i n  the Clear Lake area is associated 



ctive local faults;.-and part with the Geysers geothermal 
rough this investigation, it is believed that "the 
ich is regularly felt by the citizens of Clearlake 

probably originates near Ronocti Bay and is related 
Konocti Fault" Zone, not to volcanism or geothermal 
(Kerry Burns. draft Executive Summary) . As in previous research 
efforts, no direct link has been establ hed between 
activity and seismicit more study is worthwhile. 

ta, and boundary conditions, into a synthesis of 
othermal activi . Four regimes at the Clear Lake 

area have bee The results sh that parts of 
faults are pe n HDR plant at 
Clearlake is to avoid the PO age..., it sh 
located at least 0.5 km fro ault zone" (Kerry 
Burns, draft Executive Su is very difficult to 
find Sites that meet this e, this has become a 
very important issue for HDR development in the.Clear Lake area. 

HDR 
indicate that from 

surface water, supplies would 
However, there be adequate to support a 5 0  W e  HDR power plant. 

may be some question as to the actual availability.of water due 
to the nature of appropriated wat rights. One identified 
potential source of surface water 
treated effluent from the Southea 
Plant in Lake County. This source has been identified as the 
supply for a pipeline roject for in 
the southeast portion of the Geysers 
Project is moving forward: zconsidera funds have been 

or a HDR'power plant is 
Regional Wastewater Treatment 

e Geysers Pipeline 
tion of these fluids into 

I an environmental impact report is competed and 
e, permits are being sought an ting them seem 
lined to do so, and bids are b in the current 
ruction work Assumming the p ilt, treated 
from this tr 
to et demonstra 

sources co 
is still a 

I 

his draft Executive Summary, Kerry B irector for 
I s Alamos National Laboratory for the Phase I1 effort, notes 

tal of twenty three reports including the six just 
were generated pport of the pr 

this point tha racterized the 
work conducted in Phase 11. If I have, I accebt resmonsibilty 



! 
I 
! 

I 
i 
I 
i 
t 

and accept correction by report authors and those from the Los 
Alamos National Laboratory who are infinitely more conversant 
with the technical details of the Clear Lake HDR project than am 
I. I offer my apologies if anyone is unduly offended due to 
these comments. I have merely attempted to indicate’the breadth 

red and the preliminary 

What are the next steps in the Clear Lake HDR project process?, 
In addition to identifying the best site(s) for an HDR ope 
the goals of subsequent>phases would include drilling an 
injection well to a depth of as much as 9000 feet, reachin 
temperature in excess of 250 degrees C; creation of a multi- 
million gallon underground HDR reservoir; creati n of three- 
dimensional seismic ##maps*# of the reservoir, testing reservoir 
performance as a power producer; conducting an economic 
assessment of the reservoir as a commercial venture; and 
development of technical and financial specifications of 
specific commercial producer. 
sources of funds, and schedule are uncertain at this point. 

Clearly, a major focus, and an essential part of future 
development work in the Clear Lake area will be the commitments 
of private industrial partners to share 
development and power plant completion. 
Commission8s Geothermal Grant and Loan Program for more 
information and to share dialogue on further work on a HDR 
project in the Clear Lake area. 

Success in these additional activities could 
produced, inexpensive, and reliable power or hot water to the 
City of Clearlake. Regionally, the life of northern California‘s 
geothermal resources could be prolonged, and an exportable 
technology could be proven. Nationally, a long-t source of 
alternative energy could be developed. 

By most accounts, the Clear Lake area has 
geothermal resource potential. City of C 
enthusiastic about its developmenmt and u 
role for the California Energy Commission 
development, and commercialization partnerships between public 
and private entities an o disseminate information on ances 
in the HDR technology. 

The number of additional phases, 

e costs of reservoir 
invite inquiry 

1 see a continuing 
aster HDR research, 
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SITE SELECTION 
A special committee was formed to oversee the geothermal program; the members were 

1. John Crawford, a geological consultant who was a former DOE Geothermal PFogram 
Manager for over 15 years 

2. Dr. Larry Fellows, the State Geologist for Arizona Director of the Arizona Geological 
Survey 

3. Steve R a d ,  a geologist with the Arizona Geological Survey and Program Administrator for 
the Arizona Oil and Gas Commission 

4. John 6. tiausklns, a professional engineer with the Arizona Department of Transportation, 
With over 20 years of deep drilling experience 

5. Or. Frank P. Mancini, a professional engineer with the Arizona Depament of Commerce 
with over 15 years experience managing the Arizona Geothermal Program 

0 This group was charged with reviewing the proposals for the geothermal program RFP. 
0 The site selection was made by the proposers in their bid for the contract. The 

proposer was require to select at least one specific site in the AlpineSpringewille 
area and justify it on the basis of its favorable geological attributes relating to a 
geothermal resource 
The geothermal committee only reviewed the proposals for technical and economic 
consistency, the ddlling procedures and the drilling site were both the responsibility of the 
proposer to select and justify. 
The Washington DOE geothermal group, headed by Dr. John Mock, along with Dr. 
Anen Jelacic, and the DOE Albuquerque Operations Office were kept informed of the 
RFP and RFP proposal review progress and final outcome. If DOE at any time was to 
voice objection, the process was designed t o  cease and to be mended to bring it 
into accordance with DOES program. 
the  primary site selected by the winning proposal was the Alpine Divide site on which a 
shallow test hole had been drilled in 1979. This hole indicated that the Alpine Divide site.had 
a 115.4 mWrng2 heat-flow. 
Available Topography and regional geology information indicated that the depth to 
Precambrian basement at b\lpine'Divide was an estimated 500 feet greater than at potential 
sites near Springervile, Nutrioso, and Alpine; k 
Since heat flow is the most fundamental parameter of a geothermal resource, this attribute- 
and the fact that the Alpine Divide site was located on Federal land and easily accessible-the 
Alpine D i e  location .yas accepted by bolh DOE and the State of Arizona 
site. 

DRILLING METHOD 

0 The Alpine 1Federal hole was drilled with an UDRlSOO rig, designed for deep continuous 
wireline diamond core drilling and shallow rotary drilling. 
The rig was mounted on a 12 feet tall steel substrudure to allow clearance of bl 
prevention (BOP) equlpment and to provide a stable drilling platform. The hole was drilled 
with a rotary drill to 500 feet and continuos wirelined cored from 500 feet to 4505 feet, 
Continuos H2S detectors with alarms were operated for the duration of core drilling. 

TEST-HOLE COMPLFflON 

Pmcambrian basement was not reached due to the fact that Its estimated depth was based 
on sparse geologic data. Our contractor's drilling revealed that the basement, due to 1,600 
feet of btrudural displacement, is probably 800 to a 1,000 or more feet deeper than the 
project geologists' original estimate. 
Because of this development the test-hole completion was changed to provide a contingency 
for reentering the hole. 

0 In addition the USGS has now (1994) formally assumed responsibNii for the management of 
the hole as an obsenration well. 



PREWOUS STUDIES and THE THERMAL REGIME 

A variety of regional geological, geophysical, 
geothermal potential for this area. 
Claudia Stone's IQ80 heat-flow study is the only quantitative 
value obtalned for the Npine Divide site by 

0 Stone did not project temperatures for dept 
well drilled at that time was only 1171 ft deep 
D.E. White of the USGS has noted, a nea 

downward below explored d 
conductivity with rock type. 

0 , Condudion is the domhant 
Where condudion is domin 

, 

~ 

illustrate this Figure 
terials drilled thro 

from 0-2600 feet) have relatively lower thermal conductivity. As depths increase and 
quartzose sandstones and carbonate rocks in the lower portion of the hole (Le. 28009505 
feet) have hlgher thermal conductivities. 

0 Similar high thermal conductivity rocks will occur downward into th 
In addition, Fig 
Alpine site. 

0 8ased on Stone's I980 data a predrilling 
feet was developed, Figure 3, and th& can be compared to the postdrilling temperaturevrs 

The predn'lling projection utiliied a slightly hi 
been estimated at the site (96mWm-2). 

0 Predicted temperature at 4600 feet, based o 
would be about 76 C and this was very close to the actual measured value of 78.6 C. 
Given the current estimate of heat-flow at 96 mWm-* and the thermal conductivity 
constraints of the lower level rocks it is unlikely that a gradient of over'40 C/km will occur. 
In fact, the current thermal regime data obtained at the Apine Divide site indicates that a 
-thermal gradient of less than 4 0 C h  magnitude can be expected at depth. 
Given this, the site can be characterized as being between a Mid and Law gradient site- 

depth projection shown in Figure 4. . .  

. Low GradientResou 
from this classificatio 



GEOTHERMAL POTENTW 

m e  Alpine ;Federal borehole is not sftu 
system. 
Convedive geothermal systems are general 
that greatly exceed 1SOClkm. 
According to the field geologist who performed the 
potential in the Alpine-Nutrioso area is a co 
and HDR. 
Since the Alpine resource f a k  between th 
would have to be drilled from 1 
energy. 
It  is estimated, using the Te 
gradient between bOClicm and 30Cflun the electric power generated from such a 
source would have a breakeven cost of from 12 centslkwh up to 37.6 centslkWh. 

0 Wth current pdwer costs much lower It is unlikely that any co 
a resource would take place today of in the nexl five years. 
Even spaceheating would not be a likely commercial prospect with natural gas costs 
in the $3 to $5 MMBtu since with a < m & O C k m  
range from S4MMBtu to SlOMMBtu. 

OIL AND GAS POtENTlAL 

A qualitative petroleum potential exists in the area a 
obtained from the core samples of the Alipne Wedera1 borehole. 
Dark-colored igneous rocks, believed to have been injected i 
present at three places in the core samples. 
Oil is produced from similar igneous rocks that intruded stra 

These of1 shows, first noted on site by the project geologk, may be from local intrusions. 
Assessment of the hydrodynamlc history of the acea, and analysis of potential structural and 
stratigraphic traps and potential resenroir rocks is required before the true oil and gas 
potential of the area is known. . 

- 

county. 

CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Alpine Wedera1 drilling project provided valuable new in 
region. 
Except for drilling into the Precambrian rocks, all other obje 
accomplished. 
Sufficient heat-flow and temperature information were obtaine 
potential of the eastem White Mountain region. 
Therefore, the primary mission of the project was succes 

The following points are conduslons reached by the projed geo 

1. the HDR potential for near-term electrical power produ 
Mountains region is not economic; 
the HDR potential for direct-use space heating is margin 
uneconomic at present; 

3. the Alpine Wedera1 hole should be deepened to Pre 
definltive geological informatidn for this region; 

. 4. depth to  Precambrian is likely to be from 800 to 1000 feet below the current 4,505 feet 
total depth and this is due, in alI likelihood I to a previously unknown major stntctura1 
offset. 

Also, the failure to reach Precambrian due to major geological structural offset, that was not 
known prior to the drilling project, highlights the need for detailed geological mapping in this 
region. . 
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HIS IS A PRE-DRILLING ESTIMATE OF 
*TEMPERATURE PROFILE DOWN TO 30,000 FT AT THE 
ALPINE DIVIDE SITE BASED ON THE HEAT-FLOW 

In --z c c c c - - N N N N N N N N hi N ' e 9  

NUMBER (1 15.4 mWm-2) OBTAINED BY C. STONE ('80 
THE PLOT WAS DONE USING A SURFACE 
TEMPERATURE OF 7.7 C AND A THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY OF 1.4 Wrn-IC-1 FOR THE TERTIARY. 
STRATA, 3.0 Wrn-1 C-1 FOR THE PALEOZOIC S 

N N N N  

FIG 4: THIS IS A POST-DRILLING ESTIMATE OF THE 
TEMPERATURE PROFILE DOWN TO 30,000 FEET 
USING THE SAME THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES AS IN 
FIGURE 3 BU-T A HEAT FLOW OF 96 rnWm-2. 



. 2800-3400 3800-4505 . 

SIMULTANEOUS VARIATION OF THE TEMPERATURE 

4505 AT THE ALPINE DIVIDE SITE. 

THE MEAN WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF THE HEAT FLOW 
DATA 1s 90 mWm=2(John Sass, USGS) 

GRADlENT AND HEAT-FLOW WITH DEPTH DOWN TO 

FOR MORE INFORMArlON ON THE GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE IN AR1Ze)NA 
CONTACT: 

Dr. Lany Fellows, State Geologist 
N i n a  GeOlOQid Survey 
045 N. Park Avenue 

Fax (6O2)-628-5106 

United States Geological Survey 

2255 N; Gemini Drive 

Tel. (602)456-7226 
F ~ x  (602)456-7169 

1- . 



INTRODUCTION 

I 

I 

thereby contributing to economic development in the State and reducing or 
effects of energy facilities on the environment. 



gas are available at diverse locatioxk throughout the State. These alternative 
sources of energy have a small foothold in the State; most of their potential 
is unrealized. The current abundant suppiy and comparatively low price of 
oil and natural gas make many of these options uneconomic for current use; 
however, they have considerable potential. 

As concerns grow about global warming, more research needs to be done to 
develop the use of renewable and indigenous energy resource 
generate energy without contributing to global warming. Environmental 
concerns also come from the desire to reduce point-source emissions that 
impact downwind ecosystems. 

The current reserve margin for electric p 
study and develop its renewable and indigenous 
will allow the State to be ready for the time whe 
needed. Further demand for renewable and indigenous energy will come 
from the State Energy Pian, which has established a ne 0 deve1op.a 
market test program for renewable electric supply in State. Its 
implementation is under consideration by the New Depar&nt 
of Public Sexvice, and will allow utilities to evaluat ditional supply 
sources. There is also the opportunity to explore customer service options 
such as non-grid connected supplies. The Energy Authority will provide 
assistance to the State’s utilities to maximize the benefits of the program. 

GOALS 

Goals of the Energy Resources program include: 

Expand availability of local energy resource rsify 
range of fuels available to consumers 

Stimulate the use of renewable and in 
in the public and private sectors. 

and industrial base t 
energy resource 

ata for State and 



newable and indigeno 
ative programs with 

CK PROGRAM 
I 

I 
I 

fluids and the 



development of the resource. Alterna methods of extraction 
such as hot dry rock procedure will also be investigated. 

an will conduct the technology assessment and 
lysis, which will use a life-cycle requirements 

analysis of a hypothetical geothermal resource site in New york. 
geothermal electric 

The utiljties are primarily interested in 
generation, but large-scale direct. use application may also be 
examined. These' geothermal supply-side op 
inco 
other supply-demand-side 

, the potential im 
in upstate New 

. .  

ted into their planning process 

This new assessment will benefit New York in two ways: 1) it 
will update all current data on N 
resources, and 2) it will assess th 

I resource. The primary techno1 
the direct involvement of two o 
area. Technology transfer to 
the distribution of the final rep0 

well. Many proc ce heating a o m  operate 
efficiently when the primary energy source is than 100°C. 
The broad range of low-temperature applications enable 
hydrothermal sites to be considered as viable energy resources 
within regional planning evaluations. New York State has . 

several identified hydrothermal sites and one low-temperature 
geothermal facility is currently in use in Auburn, New York. 

1 
I 

0 Enhance the operati 
I 

s .  

FUTURE PLANS 

The Energy Authority and other stake 
geothermal activities in New York St 
include: 

e objectives of our future will 

I 

I ~ Evaluate thermal reservoirs in areas of 
based on existing da 

supplemented by review of new deep-well data 
I 



Evaluate cost drilling and completion of extraction and 
reinjection wells 

Evaluate whether existing permitted brine disposal well sites can 
be upgraded to use geothermal energy 

SUMMARY 

New York’s potential geothermal resources are vast. DOE estimates that 
the hot dry rock potential alone (excluding hydrothermal fluids) is equivalent 
to 15 trillion barrels of oil. Developing this potential is a challenge since 
tapping this resource is considered too costly in the Northeast. We believe 
that a sustained program over the long run will be beneficial to New York 
State. 

r 



S. Dcpment of- 

I 
i 
i 
! 
1 

U.S. Department of Energy's mfssiou encomaglcs working in partnership with the 
s a y  and oxher stakeholders to plan and manage a baland program of ~tscBTch, 

development, and demonsuanons that will stimulate the expanded use of geothermal 
rtsouxce% Theodothenn~ 
employing various otrBtcgics, such as: 

technology, and diilsct use applications 
ng wi 

With tespect to the Dcp&enr'r pthamal budget, the FY '94 budget i s  S23.9M. In FY 
'95, it is expected to increase to $37.2M, $9.OM of which is emnaked for the Rtsidtnt's 
Climate Change Action 'Plan. . Stc /i-n t 4for a summary of all the key projects. 



and Excavation Tech oloeies WADE72 National Advanced 'Dnlhn~ 

In FY 1992. the National Academy of Sciences mAS) was to prtpan a rtport 
on the statc-of-thc-m ofcumnt Qilliag technology and m a  rccammendatioas on 
developing a mmMonmy ckilihg system rhat will leap-fmg crOitnt drilling 
technology. The Acadcmy report, expected out in &y June, will help dttffmine the 
next steps under the NADET program. Thio project currently involves in-home DOE 
ofibes, odrw Federal agenaes, and numerow stakeholders fiom indusuy and 
amdcmk (DOE currently has $2M in the FY 1995 budget fix this effor~) 

. .  

S FOR HDR 

Undcr most circumstances, one would justifiably believe 
rcdults alone would be ample grounds to jPorify continued R d d  SUPpW f a  fIDR 
technology, especially in view of HDR'o mendous domestic reso 

for the latest OtSt resuhs, Attachment C for a chronology 
hismy, and & & n e n t  D for the funding history. 

However, under the current budgetary cnyifolMeIlt this is not 
pnsh" nor the deVtl0,pmtnt af mid- to long-am gwrhumal  pro^ (alone) may justify thc 
Department's contjnucd involvcmtnt Rather, the new straregic emphasis is on inbustry- . 

driven tfforts. prefkrably with snbsramial cost &iring. It is within this fram that the 
commercialization of Hot Dry Rock T&ology must be qmid out 

The DOE Notice of Program lntesest far the commerdal development of HDR (which was 
issued Last year) resulted in over 40 zcpks from a wide variety of orgaaizations. This 
positive response to thc Program Interest Notice has led the Dcparcmtnt to procetd with plans . 

to issue a aoWtation latcr this year. The Mustry-lcdHDR project c o d  either be at the 
Fenton Hill, NM, HDR oite or at a saxraddamestic HDR 

DOE/& and LAM, pcrsannel) is Btvtloping plans and outhing actions needed for thc 
W c l y  issuance of the SoEchion We envision that any pspcctivc HDR prqjcct w i i  (1) e an industrial team composed of a RSOMCC owner, developer, operator, and epstom~ 
far the cncrgy, (2) bt dcveiopcd using a multi- 

Fcnton Hill test 

i 

~ 

I A Hot D q  Rock Working Group (formed in January 1994 D0Erl-Q 

I 

1 &phase, and (3) IEquifc alleas 

5 DOE Budget (as submitted to 
Again, the use of these fnnds will depend on the Eofici (and on whether the i 

I 
I pject is developed at Fenton Sdl or a #toad site). 

s mentioned by Dave Duebane (LANL), the project must be undcmkm by 8 ttam 011 a 
cost-shsred basis withDOE prwiding up to 50% of tbe total pmjtct. It is antkipam3 that the 
project will be on the order of 1-10 mega- in electricity gcmmting capacity or IO-lOq 
thennal megawatts ofhtatproducdanpotcntial. 

, 
I 



become important an the 
, as well as the mount of 



FY 1995 Geo 

~ 

Cea-$harod dow n! of udvanoed hbh tempomure - drtll b b  (%OM). 



al equivalent of the fuel 



I 
- 

I 

~ Since 1970, oignificant pzogres 
technology. m y  events, acc 
ourmaritad below: 

I 

I 

I 

i 1971: Progrpm funded by AEC at about $lSOX level. 
, 
I 1993: P i t a t  hot dry rOCk (BDR) energy System (1.88 f_hrh 5bdsot) 

coanpleted t o  a ciopth of 8,SOO feet at Featon all, MM 

IEA aurpicoa. 

I heat ertttoctiorr teat 
operation f o r  aim aontha, v 
foaaibility of mining heat € 

1984 conducted. 

198s: W e s t  Gorapan participation eaded. 
\ 

I 1986: Japaneee participation onbed. 
i 
1 

I 
I 
I 

1988: DOE oubsritted 8 report t o  Congrerr ptroposiag to 

the planned L-. 

$3.- axmually rocom!mndod by AS/= in PP 1889 through 
1992; S M L  dimgreed M d  baliovod 85.=/yr, aooded. 

i continue the Fenton H i l l  project tbtough completion of 

1988: 

I 
I 

I 

i 

i 
I t 
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Utility Panel Session 

Introductory Re 

Utility Panel Session 

Introductory Re 

Thomas R. Sparks 
Unocal Geothermal 

Los Angeles, CA 90051 

source: 
. '  

I 

~ 

Conduct a flow test duplicating operating conditions for at least one year. 
Operating conditions should assume a capacity factor minimum of eighty percent. 
Monitor flow rate, enthalpy, conduct tracer surveys, geochemistry. Build a 
conceptual project model and forecast the system's performance. 

. 

onest and real world cost model if the technical feasibility 
I 
i 

has been established. It may be possible to build a cost model bas 
vailable from the Fenton Hill tests. 

~ 

economics of water probably be a critical factor 
ation of the project. The practicality of using waste water or 

sea water where available should 





WORKSHOP SUMMARY REPORT 

Evan Hughes 
Manager, Renewable Fuels 

.te Electric pbwer Research Institu 
PO Box 10412, Palo Alto, California 94303 

The papers presented and the discussion that took place indicate that there is a 
community of researchers and industrial partners that could join forces, with 
government support, to begin a new effort on hot dry rock geothermal develop- 
ment. This new heat mining effort would start with site selection and confirma- 
tory studies, done concurrently. The confirmatory studies would test past evalu- 
ations against the most current results (from the U.S. site at Fenton Hill, New 
Mexico, and from the two sites in Japan, the one in Russia, and the two in west- 
ern Europe) and the best models of relevant physical and economic aspects. Site 
selection would be done in the light of the confirmatory studies and would be in- 
fluenced by the need to find a site where success is probable and which is repre- 
sentative enough of other sites so that its success would imply good prospects for 
success at numerous other sites. 

The test of success would be circulation between a pair of wells, or more wells, in 
a way that confirmed, with the help of flow modeling, that a multi-well system 
would yield temperatures, flows and lifetimes that support economically feasible 
power generation. ("he flow modeling would have to have previously achieved 
its own confirmation from relevant data taken from both heat mining and con- 
ventional hydrothermal geothermal experience. There may be very relevant 
experience from the enhancement of "hot wet rock" sites, i.e., sites where 
hydrothermal reservoirs lack, or have come to lack, enough natural water or 
steam and are helped by water injected cold and produced hot.) The new site 
would have to be selected in parallel with the confirmatory studies because it 
would have to be modeled as part of the studies and because its similarity to 
other candidate sites must be known well enough to assure that results at the 
selected site are relevant to many others. Also, the industry partners in the joint 
effort at the new site must be part of the confhnatory studies, because they must 
be ced of the economi 

This meeting may have brought together the core of people who can make such a 
joint effort take place. EPRI sponsored the organization of this meeting in order 
to provide utilities with an update an the prospects for power generation via heat 
mining. Although the emerging rules for electric utilities competing in power 
generation make it very unlikely that the rate-payers of any one utility (or small 
group of utilities) can pay the differential to support this new heat mining re- 
search and development effort, the community represented at this meeting may 
be able to make the case for national or international support of a new heat 
mining effort, based on the potential size and economics of this resource as a 
benefit for the nation as a whole and as a contribution to reduced emissions of 

I 

fossil CO;! worldwide. 



Appendix 1 

Electric Power Research Institute 

Second EPRl Workshop on 
Potential for the 

U.S. Electric Utility Industry 
23-24 May 1994 

Hosted by Southern California Edison Company 
Customer Technology Application Center 

Innrindale, CA 

AGENDA 
Title .Authar 

A. Opening 
1. Welcome by Host Utility M. Merlo, SCE 
2. Foreword D. Hamburg, U.S. Congress 
3. Review of First EPRI HDR Workshop E. Hughes, EPRl 

6. Status of HDR Geothermal Technology Development 
4. World-Wide Heat Mining Projects P. Kruger, SGP 
5. US HDR Technology Development D. Duchane, LANL 
6. Japan HDR Technology Development Y. Sato, NED0 
7. Design of a HDR Reservoir D. Brown, LANL 
8. Analysis of HDR Project Costs H. Herzog, MIT 

n State Programs 
9. California R. Peake, CEC 



Appendix 2 

Market Develo 

Laguna Hills, CA 92653 

I. Objective - show that "HDR" 
awareness of th 
difficulties. 

rns, or unknm operating 

11. Method - structured 8 cons groups =de up of 
individuals-corporate entities representative of the various industries needed to 
advance the "HDR" technology. A two stage program will be required: First, a 
marketing program to sell the technology to those outside the small internal "HMZ" 
circle ('*HDR'' m u s t  be sold to congress, IPPs, & Ma) ;  and Second, create a 

A. marketing; 
B. research advisory; 
C. financial advisory: 
D. operations; and 
E. engineering-constsuction. 

.saleable project developnent program. Possibly the operating groups may be: 

111. Activities of Operating Groups 
A. Pfarlreting - prepare news bulletins and visit w i t h  industry and congress 

B. Research Advisory - establish a technical program to develop a small 
operational power plant 
1. resource evaluation & assessment 
2. scope of f 
3. evaluation sment of 2nd 

C. Financial Advisory - establish a pro 
of the project 

1. sources of funds 
a. state & federal funds 
b. market. 8: private funds 

a. direct expenditures 
b. creative management 

2. application of funds 

(1) EPA G r e e n  Lights program 

D. Operations - layout a program to s 
stage to operation 
1. assess permitting issues 
2. site assessment 
3. obtain pennits to construct and operate the plant 
4. mange the drilling program and operation of the completed plant 

I 

I 



E. Engineering-Construction 
1. design a Turn-Key program to build the plant 
2. procure the equipnent 
3. prepare site and construct the plant 
4. cammission t startup the plant 

IV. Who to have in,the Operating Groups 
A. Flarketing .- 

National Geothermal Association 
IEEE’s Fbwer Engineering Society 
Electric Generation Assoc.(EGA), an IW Industry Trade Association, 
Magma P0r-r Company 
Mission Energy Cunpaw 

B. Research Advisory - 
Geothermal Resources Council 
EmZI’s Generation and Storage, 
b s  Alms National Labs 
National Renewable Energy Lab 

G. Financial Advisory - 
Far West Capital 
Meridian Corporation 
Crescent Financial Group 
ABN Amro Banlr 
Kidder peabods. & Company 
Credit Lyomis 
Prudential P0w-r Funding Assoc. 

D. Operational - 
North American Energy Services 
Halliburton Logging Services 
U.S. Generating CO., Oary F. Weidinger, V.P. Engineering% 
California Energy Co. , Jim Rosser 
Magma Pawer Company, Mark Pacoo* 

E. Engineering-Corrstrtion - 
Stone & Webster Engineering I 

U S Geothermal Corporation 
Westland Engineering Canpang 
Calpine Corporation 
American Line Builders 
A-Z Grant International 



Appendix 3 

Second EPRI HDR Workshop 

LIST OF PARTICIPAN!l'S 
23-24 May 1994 

_ N a m e O r a a n i z a t i o n C i t v S t a t e  

Donald W. Brown Los Alamos Nat'l Lab. Los Alamos NM 
Kerry L. Burns Los Alamos Nat'l'Lab. Los Alamos NM 
J. Harris Crosby Escudilla Co. Mesa AZ 
Harry Crumpacker U.S. Geothermal Corp. Dallas TX 
Harry B. Curlett U.S. Geothermal Corp. Dallas Tx 
William D'Olier Geothermal Consultant Bakersfield. CA 
David Duchane LoS Alamos Nat'l Lab. Los AlamoS NM 
Robert DuTeau Los Alamos Nat'l Lab. Los Alamos WM 
Homer Fager Westland Engineering Laguna Hills CA 
Joseph H. Frantz Holditch & Assoc. Inc. Pittsburgh PA 
Jack Haenichen A2 Dept.Com Energy Off Phoenix AZ 
Darrell Hayes 1nd.FreeFlow Cooling Phoenix AZ . 

Howard J. Herzog Mass. Inst. of Tech. Cambridge M A .  
Stephen H. Hickman U.S. Geolodical Survey Menlo Park CA 
Walter Horn Tenn. Valley Admin. Chattanooga TN : 
Evan Hughes Elec.Power Res.Inst. : Palo Alto CA 
Edward L. Kaufman Geothermal Systems Co. Albuquerque NM 
Robert L. Kaufman Geothermal Systems Co. Albuquerque NM ' 

EPRI Consultant Stanford CA 
B. 'S. Livesay Consultant Encinitas CA 
Paul Kruger 

Parker Mathusa N.Y.S. E.R.D*Ao Albany NY 
H.K.' "Pete" McClure Consultant Mt. Aukm CA 
Michael Merlo So.. Cal. Edfson Co. Rosemead ' CA 

Roger A. Peake CA Energy Commission Sacramento CA 
Susan Petty Reservoir Engineering Del Mar CA 
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